
NRA Hi-Power Match for 25 September 2021 
 

We held our September Match on Saturday the 25th. Beautiful cool day. 

We had seven competitors. 

Our Match Director Neil was still a little under the weather, so we pooled our talents to 

run our match in his absence. 

Neil indicates he is on the mend and hopes to be back for our October match. 

 

Don Bonnie graciously extended an offer to "call the match" for us, thus allowing myself 

and Wendell to compete. 

Don, Thank you! I hope you enjoyed it. (Potentially we have another backup MD if needed.) 

 

Devon Cole, PHA member and regular HP competitor had recently upgraded his spotting 

scope. Devon has donated his old scope and stand to the PHA club for HP competitors. 

Devon Thank you! 

 

Jeff Minder was our tournament winner with a score of 472-12x. 

Winning by virtue of x count, as Devon had a score of 472-6x. 

Match results below. 

 

There is one thing Hi-Power competitors know, we help each other, we will help you learn 

how to "beat us". From sharing technique, to reload recipes, or equipment knowledge. 

At this match we loaned equipment, we helped with diagnosing malfunctions, we helped with 

scope zeroing. Even though it is a competition, your competitor quite often becomes your 

armorer and coach! 

 

Thank you to all for a safe match, set up and break down of targets. 

 

Until next month, 

 

Wayne 

 

25 Sept 2021 

 

 

Name            class  rifle    O/H  200 R   300 R  600 S    Agg 

 

Jeff Minder     EX  SR optic   94-1  96-1    85-0   197-10   472-12 

 

Tournament Winner  

 

Devon Cole      EX  SR optic   91-1  95-0   94-2    192-3    472-6 

 

Stephen Tate    MA  SR optic   84-1  95-1   94-3    189-6    462-11 

 

1st  Master 

 

Wayne Hemphill  MA  SR optic   95-2  92-0   93-0    180-7    460-9 

 

William Lane    EX  SR optic   78-1  95-0   88-0    193-5    454-6 

 

Wendell Bowling EX  SR optic   91-1  97-3   0-0     180-3    368-6 

 

Kevin Sallaz    MK   SR optic   0-0  80-0   81-0    155-1    316-1 


